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Introduction
Beauty and Braces offers you a collection of glamour pictorials and sexy videos starring women with
metal in the most intimate places. Magazine quality fetish models show off their bite-plates, retainers
and other orthodontic accoutrement in a variety of themed updates. This really is a unique look at the
beauty of braces and may have many perverts rethinking all the jokes they've made about chicks with
metal in their mouths.

Adult Review
There are a lot of teen sites out there these days and some have accidentally ended up with cute coeds or darling 18ers who
happen to gave metal braces on their teeth. It's often interesting how a new fetish gets started and in recent months The
Tongue has been getting lots of requests from our TasteBuds to find quality sites featuring sexy porn girls wearing braces.
Beauty and Braces brings you the best that orthodontic porn has to offer!
  
  With more than forty high quality videos and thousands of pictures segmented into categories that range from intimate
romantic images to hardcore glamor eroticism, Beauty and Braces has plenty to offer anyone who is interested in the artistic
aspects of sexuality and the many ways that those carnal underpinnings manifest themselves.
  
  It's important to point out what this site is not. It isn't a hardcore sex site and it does not feature the kind of sucking and
fucking you'll find on other porn paysites. Braces and Beauty is a more elegant and artistic look at amazing model-quality
ladies for fetish enthusiasts to savor and enjoy.
  
  Along with other erotic fetish sites like those listed as Included Sites on the right side of this review, Beauty And Braces
may be too kinky for some viewers, but for those who get off on checking out chicks with a mouth full of metal the free
preview is definitely worth looking into and so is a monthly membership!

Porn Summary
It's great to see a site unlike all the others, focused on female fetish photography and high-class erotic videos. Beauty And
Braces takes you out of the ordinary and gives you a heavy-metal look at some women who are truly extraordinary.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Dental fetish fans will be overjoyed with this collection'
Quality: 87  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 84
Support: 84 Unique: 95    Taste: 91        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
Rope Rookie (82) 

Porn Niches
Braces, Exclusive, Fetish, Glamour, Oral, Softcore, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 40
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